WPNS Working Group. “CLASSIFICATION”

MEETING DATE. 23 April 2020

MEETING MINUTES.

1 “White book” or precedence cases

Dia is making a proposal of this casebook to the IPC/STC

2 Protest under exceptional circumstances

We discussed the procedure of protest by IF, is actually by Head of classification. This is in the Classification Code. How can we make this procedure more accessible?

3 the proposal, that the primary classification process (bench test etc.) is validated on track and during competition

we discussed that the primary classification process (bench test etc.) is validated on track and during competition. The actual process: observing a group of athletes on a technical course out of competition is not able to show crucial athletic performance abilities/impairments (not the least because of different motivation situations). The suggestion is to have more time, more races to be observed before the class is confirmed. Use more observation opportunity. Dia is making a proposal out of it. IPC/STC??